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HS 32-2 LHS 32-1 L

r 15° tilt angle to ensure the full listening experience

r Fits most loudspeaker models

r Anti-vibration TPR material minimizes unwanted resonances

r Perfect for any desk, chest of drawers or sideboard

r Stable hold of the boxes due to the compact base

Give your speakers the finishing touch.  

With the loudspeaker stands being inclined at a 15° angle the sound of the speakers is aimed directly  

at your ears. The stands are made of vibration-damping TPR material und minimize unwanted vibrations  

and resonances. 

Speaker Tabletop Stand

2 table stands in a set 2 table stands in a set

157 mm 195 mm

97 mm
122 mm

56 mm
84 mm

15° tilt angle

anti-vibration TPR material

Experience the feeling of being right in the middle

the sound
feel

available week 36
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available week 36

bis / up to 124 cm

49“bis
up to

bis / up to 228 cm

90“bis
up to

Universal Bracket for Soundbar
for screen mounting

HZ 32-1 L

A stable base for your audio systems. 
Practical and space-saving at the same time the brackets fit a wide range of soundbars,  

regardless of their size or shape. With the adjustable brackets you can easily customize  

the position of your soundbar to achieve the perfect sound in any room. 

g	Universally adjustable: Suitable for soundbars  

 in various sizes

g	Allows for an easy assembly of the soundbar  

 above or below the screen

g	Can be tilted and swiveled with the TV set

g	EVA padded base to prevent vibration noise

± 165°

± 180°

± 165°

± 165°

± 180°

VESA compatible
Loads up to 15 kg
For soundbars with M4, M5 or M6 mounting hole
The soundbar can be mounted below or above the TV

15 kg

Mounting under the TV Mounting above the TV

HZ 32-2 L
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available week 36

Organize and declutter your workspace more easily with our HZ 45 L series! 

The screw clamps allow quick and easy organisation without damaging your desk.  

The HZ 45-2 L offers an extra pull-out shelf for a wide variety needs.  

Provides storage room for power strips, cables etc.
Fastening to the table by means of two screw clamps
For table top thickness 5 - 50 mm
Loads up to: 5 kg

Desk Cable Management  
for mounting under the table

5 kg

h	Easy mounting: no drilling or glueing necessary  

 by using screw clamps

h	The open design allows for a better ventilation  

 and easy access tot he cables

h	Plenty of space for all your cables and socket strips

h	Prevents cables form lying on the the floor or  

 getting tangled

adjustable length

HZ 45-1 L HZ 45-2 L
length: 600 mm

wide: 105 mm
length: 800 mm /

length: 1000 mm /

length: 1200 mm

wide: 105 mm

adjustable length

Screw terminals 
Table mounting

order must be
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practical
simply

and good

Provides storage room for power strips, cables etc.
Fastening to the table by means of two screw clamps
For table top thickness 5 - 50 mm
Loads up to: 5 kg

5 kg

Desk Cable Management  
for mounting under the table

adjustable length

HZ 46-1 L HZ 46-2 L
length: 600 mm

wide: 100 mm length: 800 mm /

length: 1000 mm /

length: 1200 mm

wide: 100 mm

Create a clean line on your desk or workstation. 

Cables and socket strips are optically hidden to ensure order and cleanliness on your desk.  

The screw clamps allow quick and easy installation without damaging your desk.  

You can easily adjust the length of our HZ 46-2 L to your personal needs.

h	Easy mounting: no drilling or glueing necessary  

 by using screw clamps

h	Openings in the design allow for a better ventilation  

 and easy access to the cables

h	Plenty of space for all your cables and socket strips

h	Prevents cables from lying on the the floor or  

 getting tangled

available week 36

adjustable length

makes all cables  
disappears visually
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available week 41

94 - 178 cm 70 kg 5°

37“- 70“

90°

For flat screens: 37“ - 70“ (94 - 178 cm)
Loads up to: 70 kg 
Tilt:  5° 
Screen rotation: 90°
VESA: 200x200, 400x200, 300x300, 600x200,  
 350x350, 400x400, 600x400
For portrait and landscape format 
Shelf for equipment, 420 x 290 mm, loads up to 5 kg
With lockable wheels
With cable management

Pedestal for Interactive Screens

HP 109 L
c	Shelf for socket strips is hidden in the design

c	Lockable PU castors with cover cap make the stand mobile

c	Ergonomic writing posture due to 5° tilt angle

c	Practical device tray for accessories such as pens or mouse

Portrait or 
landscape format

device shelf

rounded edges

lockable wheels

Let the HP 109 L support you in meetings when using interactive screens to convey your ideas. The screen can easily  

be used in a horizontally or vertically format and, thanks to the 5° tilt, ensures an ergonomic posture when writing.  

With its integrated accessory shelf and the concealed socket tray our stand always offers a clean look. 

Easily move from room to room

+5°

Shelf for power strip


